ISCS won the toss and elected to Bat, Rubal and Ravi opened innings
for ISCS but they have been kept quiet by SSC opening
bowlers Janaka and Anushka by very disciplined bowling , when Rubal try to
break this he lost his wicket to Janaka and in the same over ISCS lost another
wicket of "Pratap" and this two wickets in same over added more pressure
on ISCS batsmen and SSC bowlers continued their brilliance and picked
another two wickets as well, at "10" overs drinks break "ISCS" were 38/4,
again there was a blow to ISCS by losing Arul immediately after the break and
then Sri Ram and Robin decided to counter this dominance and established
much needed partnership of "70" runs from "28" deliveries, it was one of the
best counter innings which most of the ISCSian are lucky enough to witness
it ."Robin" was showing his power hitting skills by hitting all-around the park
and scored "58"runs from "19" deliveries and it was nicely supported by "Sri" at
the other end, Robin brilliant innings brought to an end by "Tharanga" at this
stage ISCS were 106/6 by the end of 15 -overs , then Sri Ram along
with Rahul and other batsmen ensured to set a decent total for ISCS and set a
Target of "155" to SSC .

Notable Batting Performance from ISCS - Robin- 58(19), Sri Ram
-37(32), Rahul -22 (13).

Notable Bowling Performance
from SSC - Janaka -3/35, Tharanga-2/23,Anushka -1/17

SSC need 155 from 20 overs and opened up innings with Berty and Udesh, It
was ISCS captain "Arul" who picked Veteran Batsman "Berty" and gave early
break through to ISCS ,at the other end was well supported by "Kotti, these
tight spells from ISCS opening bowlers didn't allow SSC batsmen to score
freely , with the increasing "RR" SSC batsmen need to take a chance and also
they were loosing wickets in regular intervals ,at the end of "10" overs drinks
Break SSC were "48/4" and required "107" runs from next "10" overs, by
loosing "Joel" immediately after the drinks break put SSC in back foot , it was
well countered by Dileepa and Udesh by hitting "25" quick runs and about to
gave the momentum to SSC but SSC lost their inform Batsman "Udesh" which
put Dileepa to counter single handedly & he was doing it well by hitting
boundaries in regular intervals but it was not enough and SSC scored 129/8 in
the allocated "20" overs, no doubt SSC missed "AKILA's" all round
performance due to match injury , we wish him speedy recovery.

Thanks to Umpires, Sponsors, supporters & families .

Notable Batting performance from SSC -Dileepa-37(24), Udesh -38(35)

Notable Bowling Performance from ISCS - Robin,Arul,Pratap-picked two
wickets each,

MOM - ROBIN for his Allround performance

Jai Ho

